
Jonah 2:3-10 
 

Translation with Prosodic Annotations 
 

 The translation offered below is designed to enhance appreciation of the poetry and 
prosody of the underlying Hebrew text. The bulk of the notations provided relate to the 
operation of the general rule and the length rule. For a brief description of the system of 
“twos and threes” and the length rule, see “Regularities in Ancient Hebrew Verse: An 
Overview” at www.ancienthebrewpoetry.typepad.com.  
 
 Even if one possesses little or no knowledge of Hebrew, the translation may prove 
helpful in getting a sense of how ancient Hebrew poetry works. The device of attaching 
words in English translation, with an indication of one dominant accent, serves to point to 
underlying prosodic units in the Hebrew. Minimal use of capitalization and the lack of 
punctuation are intentional. Capitalization serves to mark the onset of a macrounit of 
prosody, referred to as a “stanza” in the text model I take Jonah 2:3-10 to instantiate. 
 
 Sometimes I have chosen to place the accent in an unexpected place so as to mimic 
some prosodic feature of the underlying text. The mimicking is not always in terms of a 
one-to-one correspondence. The goal has been to furnish a global approximation of the 
poetry and prosody of the Hebrew text, even if the results are necessarily piecemeal. The 
rich texture of the original simply cannot be mapped onto a translation in another 
language except in fits and starts. I sometimes retain, in imitation of the Hebrew, 
examples of chiasm, inversion, and ellipsis which perforce result in a less idiomatic 
rendering. 
 
 It is not possible, of course, to reproduce every case of two stresses in a row in the 
original or to suppress every case of two stresses in a row in translation without analogy 
in the original. Nevertheless, some attempt has been made to mimic the overall frequency 
of stress clash in the Hebrew text. The reproduction of metrical feet in translation is an 
equally daunting task. Some attempt has been made to represent shorter feet in Hebrew 
with shorter feet in English, and longer with longer, but no attempt has been made to 
avoid dactyls and first class paeons, though of course they are non-existent in Hebrew. 
 
 

Symbols 
__ 

    A strophe made up of three lines 
    1:(1:1) in structure; the strophe 
     concludes a strophe;   a sub stanza;  a stanza;  a section 

 
2:(2:2)    A line consisting of three versets, each of which contains  
     two stress units, the last two of which form a pair 
22/50/120 10/5/2  A poetic composition made up of 22 lines, 50 versets, and 120 
     stress units, with a total of 10 strophes, 5 stanzas, and 2 sections 
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Jonah 2:3-10 
 
3  I_cálled in_mý distréss      to_Yáhweh, and_he_ánswered_me   3:2 
  from_the_bélly of_Sheól I_críed    you_héard my_vóice      3:2 

4  You_cást_me to_the_abýss     the_cúrrent envéloped_me     2:2 
  all_your_bréakers and_wáves    they_pássed óver_me      2:2 
 

5  Thóught Í: I_am_dríven       from_your_éyes’ víew      3:2 
  hów shall_I_agáin gáze       on_your_hóly témple      3:2 
 

                     6/12/28 
 

6  Wáters cómpassed_me to_the_néck   the_Déep envéloped_me 
        wéeds winding about_my_héad        (3:2):3 
  by_móuntains’ báses      I_sánk to_éarth 
        its_bárs enclósing_me foréver        (2:2):3 
7  Then_you_ráised my_lífe from_the_Pít   Yáhweh my_Gód       3:2 
 

  As_my_bréath withín_me ebbed_awáy   I_remémbered Yáhweh     3:2 
8  my_práyer cáme to_yóu     to_your_hóly témple      3:2 
 

9  Those_who_páy_regárd to_émpty_vacúities  will_abándon their_sháme     2:2 
10  but_Í, with_a_vóice of_práise     sácrifice to_yóu       3:2 
  whát I_vówed I_will_páy     salvátion is_of_Yáhweh     3:2 
 

                     8/18/44 
6/2/1 14/30/72 

 


